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Abstract—As CMA blind equalization algorithm based on 
stochastic gradient descend method has slow convergence rate 
and big steady state residual error, a robust memory gradient 
blind equalization algorithm based on error sign decision was 
proposed. Compared with stochastic gradient algorithm, 
memory gradient algorithm can make full use of the iteration 
gradient information of current and last step to accelerate 
convergence speed and effectively avoid the error convergence 
algorithm to a certain extent. However, transient noise 
interference may result in inconsistent direction of current 
iteration gradient information and last step that may cause the 
algorithm unstable, if the iteration error sign decision of 
current and last step is consistent then adopts memory 
gradient stochastic gradient descent algorithm, this method 
can ensure the robustness of memory gradient algorithm .The 
computer simulation results prove the validity of the algorithm. 

Keywords- Blind Equalization; Memory Gradient; CMA; 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

In digital communication system, multipath propagation 
leads to severe inter symbol interference (ISI),equalization is 
an effective technical to eliminate ISI. But training sequence 
need to be sent periodically in traditional adaptive 
equalization techniques to capture and track the 
characteristics of the channel and compensate it. In many 
communication situations, such as multicast communication, 
battlefield information interception and other fields, no 
training sequence can be used, and this will wastes some 
channel bandwidth , affect the efficiency of communications. 
Blind equalization originally proposed by Sato et al can 
realize the communication channel compensation without 
training sequence, elimination ISI caused by multipath time-
varying method [1], improve the bandwidth utilization 
efficiency and the quality of communication ,it has important 
significance in modern digital communication. The field of 
blind channel equalization has gained increasing attention 
since it was proposed and a mass of theories and methods 
have been achieved. The most commonly used blind 
adaptation algorithm is the Constant Modulus Algorithm 
(CMA) for it is simple and it’s stable convergence [2], as 
CMA is one of the gradient descent algorithms, it has slow 
convergence speed, and because the cost function is not 
convex, the algorithm is easy to fall into local minimal value. 
Some improved algorithms such as the quasi-Newton 

method and conjugate gradient method, although to a certain 
extent can improve the convergence speed, but it requires 
high computational complexity, t there is a conflict between 
he algorithm performance and computation complexity ,so it 
is not easily applied to engineering.  Like conjugate gradient 
algorithm, memory gradient algorithm does not require the 
storage and computation of Hessian matrix [3], and is 
particularly suitable for solving large-scale optimization 
problems, in blind equalization, more conducive to real-time 
applications. Considering transient noise interference may 
result in inconsistent direction of current iteration gradient 
information and last step that may cause the algorithm 
unstable, if the iteration error sign decision of current and 
last step is consistent then adopts memory gradient algorithm 
to update the equalizer weight, else still adopts the SG 
descent algorithm, this method can ensure the robustness of 
MG algorithm .The computer simulation results prove the 
validity of the algorithm.  

II. THE BASIC PRINCIPLE OF CMA BLIND EQUALIZATION 
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Figure 1.  Block diagram of CMA blind equalization 

Fig.1shows the block diagram of CMA blind equalization 
[4], The input signal ( )nx  transmits through the unknown 

channel ( )nh  adding Gauss white noise ( )nn , and then we 

can get the observation signal ( )ny  before the blind 

equalizer. 
~

( )x n  is the output signal of the blind equalizer, 

and ˆ ( )nx is the decision symbol of .Blind equalization can 

recover the input signal ( )nx  only rely on the observation 

signal ( )ny . CMA algorithm is one of the Godard 

algorithms with the parameter 2p = , which is the special 
case of Bussgang blind equalization with the most widely 
used. The cost function of CMA is [5] 
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According to the stochastic gradient descent algorithm, 
Minimum cost function of CMA is given by [3] 
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where the symbol * denotes conjugate operation. Error 
function of CMA blind equalization algorithm eC(n) is  

2
( ) 2 ( )C CMe n x n R = −                      (6) 

weight update of CMA blind equalization algorithm is 
given by [7] 

*( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Cw n w n e n x n y nμ+ = +         (7) 

where μ  is the step size to modify each iteration of 
gradient updating size, bigger step value has a faster 
convergence speed with big steady residual error, but smaller 
step value can get smaller steady residual error convergence 
with slow convergence speed .  

 

III. ROBUST MEMORY GRADIENT BLIND EQUALIZATION 

ALGORITHM  

Traditional CMA blind equalization using stochastic 
gradient descent algorithm for network weights and 
parameters update, although the structure is simple and 
computation complexity is low ,but slow convergence may 
lead to generate seesaw phenomenon, as the convex cost 
function, it is difficult to converge to the global optimal 
solution, the stochastic gradient algorithm, weighted iterative 
updating formula can be written as (7), where ( )g n  is 
gradient function given by (8). 
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The innovation of the weight-vector in SG algorithm is 
given by 

( 1) ( ) ( )w n w n g nμ+ = +                      (9) 

Eq.9 can be also rewritten as 

( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )w n w n H n g nμ+ = +                (10) 

Then improved algorithm is quasi Newton algorithm, 

where )(nH approximately equal to 
12 −∇ DJ or

12 −∇ DJ , 
Quasi Newton method has a faster convergence rate in 
certain conditions, but it requires the computation and 
storage of Hessen matrix in each iteration, the computational 
complexity is high, quasi Newton algorithms mostly limited 
in real system. Guangrong Yan et al centered on quasi 
Newton algorithm’s application in blind equalization, and 
has achieved admirable equalization effect, but this method 
requires the information of the target function’s two order 
derivative, that require the objective function for the real and 
imaginary parts of the partial derivatives exist, this condition 
may not be able to meet strictly in practical communication 
systems. Conjugate gradient algorithm is a SG algorithm on 
the basis of an efficient algorithm each iteration through the 
memory of the previous step iterative information to generate 
the next iteration, thereby generating conjugate gradient 
direction, standard conjugate gradient algorithm weights 
iterative basic methods such as type (11) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )w n w n n d nμ= +                   (11) 

where 
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Different values of ( )nβ , will give different forms of 
conjugate gradient algorithms, such as FR, PR, HS conjugate 
gradient algorithm.  
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If it does not take the restart strategy, conjugate gradient 
algorithm the most linear convergence, therefore, the 
conjugate gradient algorithm in nonlinear objective function 
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is generally not have global convergence, as objective 
function of wavelet neural network blind equalization is 
constant modulus blind equalization cost function, the 
objective function is the multi-dimensional non-convex, 
therefore, it is very difficult to ensure that the algorithm 
converges to the global optimal use of conjugate gradient 
algorithm. MG algorithm is used in order to guarantee that 
the algorithm convergence to the global optimum ,As the 
conjugate gradient algorithm, memory gradient algorithm 
does not require the storage and calculation of the matrix, 
and is particularly suitable for solving large-scale 
optimization problems, in blind equalization, more 
conducive to real-time applications. Memory gradient 
algorithm weight iterative formula is 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )w n w n n d nμ= +                       (16) 

where 
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where ( )nβ  is given as follow 
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where )1,0(∈γ , as can be seen, memory gradient 
algorithm made full use of to the previous iterative gradient 

information, by setting the parameter γ to control the 
memory information in an iterative process of effect size. In 
the actual communication system, transmission signals are 
inevitably subject to noise effects, thus, that may directly 
leads to the instantaneous gradient instability cannot 
guarantee the gradient direction, reflected in the instabilities 

of ( )nβ . To further ensure the reliability of MG algorithm 
blind equalization, a robust memory gradient (MG)blind 
equalization algorithm based on error sign decision was 
proposed, the idea of the algorithm is that ,if  iteration error 
sign decision of current and last step is consistent ,and it 
illustrates the algorithm convergence in the same 
direction ,then adopts MG algorithm to update the equalizer 
weight, else that means the gradient information of current 
and last step is not relevant, still adopts the SG descent 

algorithm, that can be controlled by set parameter γ . 

int

0 sgn( ( ) ( 1)) 0

sgn( ( ) ( 1)) 0

e n e n

e n e n
γ

γ
− >

=  − <
        (19)  

IV. COMPUTER SIMULATION  

In order to validate the performance of robust memory 
gradient (MG)blind equalization algorithm based on error 
sign decision （ SG-FG-CMA ） , CMA algorithm and  
memory gradient algorithm for blind equalization algorithm 
(FG-CMA) were simulated in the same simulation 
conditions, define residual inter-symbol interference ISI to 
evaluate performance of algorithms [6]. 
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In Eq.20, C is the combined impulse response of the 
channel and equalizer. Channel is mixed phase channel 
model h=[0.3132,-0.1040, 0.8908,0.3143], QPSK signal is 
used in the simulation as the input signal ,the weight length 
of the filter is 41. central tap is initialized to 1,step size 

0008.0=cμ
 . 
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Figure 2.   ISI convergence curves（SNR=21.3dB）  
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Figure 3.    BER under different SNR 

As can be seen from Fig.2 the proposed SG-FG-CMA 
has faster convergence speed and higher convergence 
precision compared with CMA and FG-CMA. From Fig.3, 
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we can see SG-FG-CMA has low bit error rate, it proves the 
robust equalization performance of the algorithm under 
different signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

V. CONCLUSION 

Robust memory gradient blind equalization algorithm 
based on error sign decision is proposed  by given a detailed 
analysis of memory gradient algorithm. Equalizer weight 
updated by stochastic gradient algorithm and memory 
gradient algorithm depend on the iteration error sign decision 
of current and last step is consistent or not in SG-FG-CMA, 
and that effectively improve the speed of convergence and 
convergence precision and it has a robust equalization 
performance under different SNR. Compared with the 
conjugate gradient algorithm and quasi-Newton algorithm 
memory gradient algorithm has low computational 
complexity, so it has practicality value in project. 
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